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							[image: ]	GroundSchool FAA Knowledge Test Prep

					
					Our very highly regarded preparation materials for FAA Written (Knowledge) tests feature actual and current

					(2024)
				FAA questions carefully categorized and filtered for study efficiency and with illustrated explanations written by professional
				instructors and examiners to help you learn the material and pass your test quickly.
				Available for MS-Windows™ PC, Mac, iPhone™/iPad™, and Android™ and also in downloadable audio (mp3) format for iPod™ and similar devices.
				Unlike other test prep providers on the web, who uniformly use out-of-date and/or very incomplete question banks,
				we continuously update our questions and explanations based on FAA changes and user feedback, thus helping you maximize
				your chances of acing your test and learning the material in a comprehensive and meaningful way.
				

				

				


											

	
						
								[image: ]	RideReady FAA Practical Test Preparation

												 Be confident and ready for your FAA checkride oral exam (FAA
														Practical Test). Airplane, Helicopter, Glider, Hot Air Balloon, Seaplane, and more. Impress the examiner!  Hundreds of detailed, actual checkride questions
													written and explained by DPEs, ex-FAA examiners, and master CFIs and continuously updated based on actual, current, checkride practice and experience.
														Available for MS-Windows™ PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
																		

														


						

					
	
						
							[image: ]	Safelog Pilot Logbook

					
					Fast, powerful, and easy to use pilot logbook software used by general aviation and airline pilots worldwide (USA FAA, EASA, Canada, and Australia versions available.) For MS-Windows™ PCs, Mac™, iPhone™/iPad™,
					Android™,  and web.
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					Electronic Aircraft Systems Reviews for General Aviation, Bizjets, and Airline Transport Aircraft. Available for PC, Mac, iPhone+iPad and Android
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					EASA - ATPL, CPL, and IR

					
					Prepare for your EASA theory exams! Featuring actual EASA CQB (EASA-FCL) questions
					for ATPL (Airline Transport Pilot), CPL (Commercial Pilot), and
					IR (Instrument Rating).
					Hold an FAA ATP? Converting to a EASA ATPL will greatly help your career. European pilot? You need this to become a professional!  Available for PC, Mac, iPhone+iPad and Android
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					Aircraft recognition tutor for the aviation professional or dedicated enthusiast.  Quick and accurate aircraft recognition is a key safety skill.  However,
				 		 most people, including professional pilots, vastly overestimate their ability to do this.  Name That Plane! will get you up to speed.  For PC and iPhone™ / iPad™.
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					Prepare for your Transport Canada Private Pilot, Recreational Pilot, PSTAR, and Instrument Rating (INRAT) exams.
					A range of items both for people who want to convert from Canada to FAA and FAA to Canada.  For PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
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					You can fly a bigger jet, sooner, and for more money than you even thought possible in China.  But to do so, youâ€™ll need to get your Chinese ATPL certificate. Our app lets you study actual English-language CAAC questions to help you pass the Chinese ATPL theory exams.    Recommended by leading pilot career placement programs and flight schools.
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								PPL and IMC Theory Exam preparation for UK Pilots. UK ANO + EASA-FCL Compatible. Get Unconfused!  For PC, iPhone™, iPad™, and Android™.
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									70,000+
									IFR  plates covering over 80 countries for serious flight simulation
								enthusiasts.
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									Morse
									Code Tutor for Aviation
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									Federal Aviation Regulations (CFR 14),
									the Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), and Pilot Controller Glossary at your fingertips with
									free lifetime updates.
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									FCC
									Test Preparation Software - Amateur Radio (General, Technician,
									Extra), GMDSS, GROL (for avionics technicians!), MROP, Ship
									Radar Endorsement.
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									Sure, there are a few
									country airport databases out there on the web, but none puts the whole world at your fingertips
									like PilotNav.com.
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									How well do you know aircraft?
									Test your aircraft recognition skills. Free!									
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									Freebies Galore

									Flight
									Planning Forms, Checklists, and a lot more free stuff for
									you courtesy of both Dauntless Aviation and your fellow pilots.
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									of Free Checklists

									The
									Internet's largest collection of free checklists, w&b
									forms, etc. For aircraft from Cessnas and Pipers to 747s.
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		Apr 10 - A&P Success - In the classroom and beyond!

 By using your test-prep software and audio files I am currently carrying a 4.0 average in my A&P school!




JR


Arkansas Northeast College


Aviation Maintenance


	more user feedback...





		Apr 9 - Passed 5 tests, or was it 7?

Good news! i took advantage of your lifetime update, fired up an old dusty laptop and got ready for passing both the CFII and IGI "writtens" yesterday. The questions were all still current ... and there were no surprises. Your software still works in the "new" FAA "secret-question" environment, i'm happy with scores of 92% and 84%.

Thanks again for an excellent system, for keeping it up-to-date, for the lifetime update feature, and for saving me all kinds of $$$ with efficient and effective test prep!


More good news... i recommended your products enthusiastically before becoming a CFI. The enthusiasm isn't curbed, but the credibility is probably a little higher now that I've passed at least 5 "written" tests and 3 practical tests with your products ("at least 5" because i can't remember if i passed private or instrument with your stuff...it might be as high as 7 "written").





RJS



	more user feedback...





		Apr 8 - IFR Knowledge Test Success!
I took my actual test today for Instrument Rating Helicopter (IRH) at a CATS testing Center.  I scored very highly! I used the CATS mode in the last few practice tests and found it to be just like the actual test today other than your computer figures were much clearer.  I had to use the printed book today for the fiqures.  

  Your software prepared me for the actual knowledge and so it was easy to complete the test.  There were several airplane questions on FAR's in the actual test which are different for helicopter but that is a FAA problem not yours. 


Your software is great!





JH


Sacramento, CA



Wow, congratulations on a tough test, JH!  IFR is a challenge, but it looks like you're rising to the occasion.  Glad we could help.	more user feedback...





		Apr 8 - GroundSchool leads to test taking confidence!

Here is some customer feedback.  I just took the PAR Private Pilot test for the first time and passed with a score of 92%.  Your product was great helping me practice the test.  Previously, I used [competitor's product] to get an endorsement to take the test, but still didn't feel quite ready.  After practicing about 10 times on your site and consistently getting scores over 90%, I was confident I was ready.



SV


Anchorage, AK


	more user feedback...





		Apr 7 - Another great score by  a future pilot!

Thanks to Dauntless I just got a 92% on my written!  Thanks for the help getting me one step closer to fulfilling one of my biggest dreams!




GM
Media, PA


	more user feedback...





		Apr 7 - Private Pilot Success!

Took the test ... and scored 95%. This truly is a great and very effective app, I learned a great deal with it. I am now using the Dauntless oral app as I am prepping for my checkride. Thanks so very much, Dauntless!






AP
Private Pilot


	more user feedback...





		Apr 7 - IFR Written Test Prep success!

I got a 92 on my test! The app helped a lot making it easy and convient to study where ever I was whenever I had spare time!  ...  Loved the app would defiantly recommend it to anyone who wants and easy and convenient way to study! I will be purchasing the apps to study for all of my other ratings and certificates as well!




PB
GroundSchool iOS user


	more user feedback...





		Apr 6 - Great Score IFR Written + Checkride Passed!

I purchased both the IFR written/oral test prep software..
Great product!! scored a 98 on written...




GG



	more user feedback...





		Apr 5 - Great Scores - FAA Test prep iOS user

Not a question here, just a report of a satisfied repeat customer.  A year ago, I purchased GroundSchool to pass the my private pilot knowledge test (95%!).  When I began studying for my commercial rating, one of the first things I did was to purchase the commercial pilot app for GroundSchool.

When I took my private pilot written test, I was rushing to get done because I was trying to meet a deadline to get rated before a summer flying camp.  For the commercial rating, there is not the same sense of urgency.  I purchased the commercial version of GroundSchool and studied hard for three weeks.  Although I was ready to take the test starting in mid-November, I could not get time off work.  GroundSchool came in handy because I could do one or two practice tests a week to "stay sharp" until taking the test today.


Once again, I passed with flying colors -- another 95% score, which should impress my DPE when I take the check ride!


I have recommended the apps to several student pilots in my flying club.  As I work towards becoming an instructor, I know that GroundSchool CFI is in my future.





MG



	more user feedback...





		Apr 5 - A&P General - Android App Feedback 

This is the perfect app to study for your A&P tests. I used the app to study and passed the first test with a 96!




JP



	more user feedback...
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